Argonaute-1 Machinery Silent Cancer Noises
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Abstract

Small non-coding RNA mediated that is micromanaging of global gene regulation was well established as fundamental principle in cell or tissue functions. To carry out, biological role small RNA needs a unique batch of protein family named Argonaute (AGO). The Argonaute proteins carry sophisticated and highly delicate interacting modules common for three specialized small RNAs, microRNA (miRNA), short interfering RNA (siRNA) and Piwi interacting RNA (piRNA). These RNA-proteins complexes are unique to coordinate silencing events in the genome. Recent works have made a novel role of AGO1 protein by extending its tentacle towards cancer monitoring pathways. It makes a constructive bridge between a direct and constructive link between cancer and RNAi (RNA interference) machinery. Apart from multifarious classical functions such as disruption of mRNA translation, decay, transcriptional regulation and splicing, we demonstrate a new concept to narrate the role of AGO1 proteins in different cancer regulatory pathways via microRNA: Argonaute circuit specifically.
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Introduction

Small regulatory RNA research is a cutting edge ingredient for fine-tuning of gene regulation. RNA mediated post-transcriptional inhibition was first noticed by antisense RNA expressed in transgenic plants [1,2]. Gene regulation through small regulatory RNAs is operated by both transcriptional and post-transcriptional gene regulatory mechanisms. Small non-coding RNA mediated transcriptional silencing is involved with new family members of proteins coincides the name of Greek warriors from mythology, the Argonautes. The Argonaute (AGO) proteins are very important in all small RNA guided gene-silencing mechanisms identified so far. AGO family proteins are highly found in all organism, except Saccharomyce cerevisiae that has no small RNA machinery [3]. AGO family protein contains a specific interacting module that interacting with three small small RNAs (microRNA, siRNA and piRNA) to induce silencing process. The AGO family members are classified into two broad area a. AGO proteins (also known as AGO clade), alike Arabidopsis thaliana AGO1 and b. PIWI (P-element induced wimpy testis) proteins, close to Drosophila PIWI with significant homology (also known as PIWI clade). AGO proteins mainly related to posttranscriptional gene silencing (PTGS) through their interaction with microRNAs (miRNAs) or short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) [4-5]. Germ line cells are the main site of expression for PIWI protein.

Transposable genetic elements silencing occurs through the binding of PIWI proteins to PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) in germ line cells [6]. A third clade (referred as WAGO) of expression for PIWI protein. Transposable genetic elements silencing occurs through the binding of PIWI proteins to PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) in germ line cells [6]. A third clade (referred as WAGO) of expression for PIWI protein.

The Argonaute family protein plays a critical role in RNA mediated silencing processes, as crucial catalytic components of RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). RNA interference (RNAi) is a kind of gene silencing phenomenon mediated through small RNAs forming RISC complex. Argonaute proteins have an ability to bind different classes of small non-coding RNAs, including small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), microRNAs (miRNAs) and Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs). Role of small RNAs is to guide AGO proteins to their targets through sequence specific (base pairing) manner. This process leads to the inhibition of translation or the degradation of target mRNA [12].

Though RNA mediated gene silencing was first observed and reported on 1986-1990 time still the understanding of actual mechanism of RNA silencing began only with the experiments of double-stranded RNA triggered gene silencing (RNAi) by Andrew Fire and colleagues in the year of 1998 [13]. In RNA silencing pathway, long RNAs are cleaved into small RNA fragments that direct the repression of transcription of a gene or translation of a mRNA target in sequence specific way. Single-stranded RNAs, known as guide strands which are incorporated
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into RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) where Argonaute family proteins take part a critical role to induce efficient silencing.

**Structural domains of argonaute**

Argonaute proteins contain four domains in their structure- a) The N-terminal domain, b) PAZ domain, c) Mid domain and d) PIWI domain (Figure 1A-C).

**PAZ domain**: Two protein families, Dicer and Argonaute which take part a key role in RNAi mechanisms. Both of them contain the PAZ domain in their protein structures. The PAZ domain has two subdomains. One of the subdomain of PAZ domain displays OB-like folding (oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide binding) which indicated that the PAZ motif can bind the single-stranded nucleic acids [14-16]. Biochemical approaches combined with crystallographic studies showed that the PAZ domain has an ability to bind with siRNAs (single strand RNA) at a low affinity and independent of sequence specific manner [17,18]. A notable feature of PAZ domain is that, it has an ability to recognize the 3′-ends of an siRNA (single stranded RNA). Both miRNAs and distinct types of siRNAs are trimmed by the action of RNase III enzymes, acting as a sequential manner (Drosha and Dicer in animals, Dicer alone in plants and yeast). As a result of this, formation of two characteristically 3′-overhangs occur on the processed product. In this way, the PAZ domain could initially recognize these small regulatory RNAs from other RNAs (degraded RNAs) that are derived from other non-related pathways.

**The PIWI domain**: An absence of the N-terminal and the PAZ domain in the Piwi-like protein of the structure of full length archaeal and eubacterial Argonautes and also the archaeal archaeoglobus fulgidus, revealed that the PIWI domain can show an RNase-H like activity [19-22]. RNase-H mediated catalysis needs a conserved Asp-Asp-Glu/His motif in the catalytic site and binding of two divalent cations by the ribonuclease and the cleavage of RNA depends on a DNA template. The cleavage site of Argonaute proteins also has an Asp-Asp/Glu/His/Lys motif which requires the binding of a divalent metal ion for their activity [8]. Cleavage products of this catalysis contain 3′-OH and 5′-phosphate, a characteristic of RNase-H like activity [23,24]. The 5′ phosphate group of a siRNA or a miRNA is crucial for their activity [25]. A divalent metal ion is the responsible factor for the anchoring of this 5′ phosphate at the interface between mid and the PIWI domains [20,21]. Metazoan AGO protein mid domain also has a specific motif, the MC domain which has a homology to the translation initiation factors [eIF4E (eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E)] cap binding motif. For this reason, MC domain is required for efficient translational regulation through the cap binding [26].

Endonuclease activity of the Piwi-like and Argonaute-like proteins is crucial for the proper function of RISC [27] in fission yeast, fungi, plants, flies and mammals. Argonaute-like proteins take an important role in the process of siRNA maturation by removing non-active siRNA strand [28-30] and initiating sequence specific chopping of target RNAs [31]. The maturation of repeat-associated small interfering RNAs (rasiRNA) and Piwi interacting RNAs (piRNAs) may be also dependent on the cleavage activity of Piwi-like proteins in flies and mammals [32]. The presence of a full PIWI-domain in Argonaute proteins serve as a catalytic centre which only partially explains the chopping activity of Argonaute proteins.

---

**Figure 1**: Structural view of Argonaute-1 protein. Diagram of Drosophila Argonaute-1 (Ago-1) protein showing different Domains - the PAZ domain (red), which is essential for the association of small RNA along with PIWI domain; this domain is situated near N-terminus domain(blue). The PIWI domain (yellow) of Ago protein contains the catalytic site. A mid domain (green) is situated in between the PAZ and the PIWI domain. A′ PAZ Domain Crystal Structure of Drosophila Ago-1 protein. B. Diagram of human Ago-1 protein with all domains- N-terminal (gray), PAZ domain (orange), mid domain (light green) and PIWI domain (light yellow). B′ and B″ is the Crystal Structure of PAZ domain and full length human Ago-1 protein. C. Sequence similarity between fly and mammalian Ago protein.
Diverse argonaute activities

Human AGO1 and AGO4, one of the Piwi-like protein in human H1W2 (alternatively PIWIL4), and most of the C. elegans group 3 Argonaute proteins have different catalytic motif probably reducing their endonuclease activity [8]. Argonautes are important for small RNA maturation and small RNA induced gene silencing which may require interactions between protein complexes. It is reported that human AGO1 and AGO2 interact with a number of proteins in three complexes of distinct size. These proteins are mainly RNA binding proteins, which are involved in RNA processing, maturation, transport of RNA and the regulation of translation and the stability of RNA. Some of these interactions are RNA mediated, some may bind directly to Argonautes or associations are through the help of other interacting partners [33]. In the selection of active siRNA and miRNA strand both Argonaute and DICER proteins take part an active role. PIWI box of human Argonaute is responsible for the binding of Dicer’s RNase III domain [34]. The PIWI domain of Drosophila Argonaute1 protein (AGO1) directly interacts with a characteristic protein, GW182, which is responsible for the formation of cytoplasmic processing bodies (P bodies). GW182 is also important for miRNA mediated gene regulation. In fly, this might function downstream of AGO1 [35]. Around 22 amino acid long part of PIWI domain which is known as AGO hook, is the responsible factor for the accommodation of guide stand’s 5’ phosphate group of a siRNA [36]. The GW/WG repeats and the Tp residues in the domain are crucial for the interaction. A number of unrelated Argonaute interactor proteins; large subunit of plant polymerase IV [NRPD1b (nuclear RNA polymerase D1b)], metazoan GW182 protein family orthologues and yeast Tas3 also, all of them contains this type of amino acid repeat [36,37]. Numerous copies of GW/WG motifs of NRPD1b and GW182 proteins allow them to bind with multiple Argonaute proteins to assemble the regulatory complex. Probably this motif takes part in the process of small RNA mediated gene regulation also [36].

Argonate protein in transcription machinery and epigenetic regulation

Early models hypothesize that direct base pairing of siRNA with DNA might necessary to recruit DNA methyltransferase (DNMT), but recent study has shown DNA-RNA hybrid structures cannot methylated by DNMTs [38]. But, AGO-siRNA complex can binds to the newly transcribed RNA in the nucleus [39,40]. A number of reports suggest that TGS (transcriptional gene silencing) needs active transcription and sense-strand mRNA expression through the promoter of the gene [41,42]. Nevertheless, other data shows that AGO1 and AGO2 bind to the antisense transcripts during the process of TGS [43,44]. Transfection of only anti-sense siRNA is sufficient to induce the silencing of the EEF1A1 (eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 1) gene [39,41]. Microarray data of MCF7 cell reveals that miRNA with AGO2 association are mainly derived from the sense strands of the corresponding pre-miRNA, whereas the association of AGO1 is predominantly from the anti-sense strand [45].

A number of documentation showed that, less RNAPII (RNA polymerase II) is available at promoter region after TGS [40,42,44,46-51] where as there is an enrichment of RNAPII in case of RNA [50,52-54]. Studies have reported modified histones enriched promoters having well known silencing marks after TGS and active marks just after RNAa. TGS specifically is associated with high profusion of repressive H3K9me2, H3K9me3 (histone3, lysine9 di- and tri-methylation) and H3K27me3 (histone3, lysine27 tri-methylation) marks, with reduction of active H3K9Ac (histone 3 lysine 9 acetylation) and H3K14Ac (histone3, lysine 14 acetylation) marks and sometimes loss of H3K4me3 mark. For RNAa, regulation of histone is just opposite, where loss of H3K9me2, H3K27me3 and gain of H3K4me2, H3K4me3 marks are well documented. In other side, RNAa is also associated with the depletion of H3K9ac and H3K14ac marks alike TGS. Association of these marks with active and bivalent promoters was found in mouse cells [55]. An increased level in DNA methylation at different targeted promoter region has been reported in some TGS study. The de novo methyltransferase Dnmt3a is essential for the establishment of DNA methylation at the promoter region. Dnmt1 is necessary for the maintenance of that methylation [43,56]. Requirement of TGS to induce chromatin condensation is mainly associated with histone deacetylase HDAC, most probably the H3K9 methyltransferase G9a, but not with EZH2 (Enhancer of zeste homolog 2), a polycomb-group H3K27 methyltransferase [43,56]. Enrichment of EZH2 at target promoters was confirmed by ChIP (Chromatin immunoprecipitation) experiments [57,58]. The requirement of TARBP2 (Trans-Activation-Responsive RNA-Binding Protein 2) in TGS is also important for the assembly of RISC-loading complex subunit [59]. For RNAa, it has been described that the PTGS2 activation is associated with WDR5 (WD repeat-containing protein 5) and the GW182, an Argonaute interacting protein. Interestingly, the lncRNA (long intergenic non-coding RNA), HOTTIP (HOXA transcript at the distal tip), transcribed from the HOXA 5 ’-end, binds to the WDR5 and in turn, MLL (mixed-lineage leukaemia) histone methyltransferase which induces gene activation along with H3K4 tri-methylation (H3K4me3). Same histone mark has demonstrated to be enriched in RNAs [59-61]. This suggests short RNA and IncRNA (long non coding RNA) mediated transcriptional gene activation may share a number of common features in their process.

Alternative splicing: Redirection of exon splicing in aberrant splice sites of the disease-associated SMN2 (survival of motor neuron 2) and dystrophin genes has been reported as a result of exogenous duplex RNAs introduction into the nuclear region of the cell [62]. Duplex RNA mediates the recruitment of AGO2 to the pre-mRNA transcripts and results the alteration in splicing without nuclear pre-mRNA cleavage.

![Figure 2: Argonaute induces posttranscriptional gene silencing (PTGS). miRNAs (miRNAs) are transcribed by RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II) as primary microRNA transcripts (pri-miRNAs) with one or more than one hairpins where the miRNAs lie in their double-stranded stem region. From primary miRNA (Pri-miRNA) transcript, precursor miRNAs (pre-miRNA) are released by the action of Drosha, a RNase III enzyme and DGC8 containing nuclear microprocessor complex. These pre-miRNAs are then transported to cytoplasm by exportin 5. Dicer, another RNase III enzyme cleaves the loop part of pre-miRNA to generates the double stranded miRNA duplex. The miRNA strand is then directly binds to an Ago protein including Ago-1 to assemble RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). This RISC complex is targeted to its target site in sequence specific manner to induce posttranscriptional silencing of a gene.](image-url)
Regulation of pre-mRNAs by MALAT (Metastasis Associated Lung Adenocarcinoma Transcript 1) was the first demonstration of the regulation of alternative splicing by endogenous sRNA pathways [63]. Subsequently, physical association of MALAT with AGO1 and AGO2 has been identified as a splicing factors and chromatin modifiers [64]. Dicer dependent AGO1 and AGO2 recruitment facilitates spliceosome function and modulates RNAII elongation rate and affects alternative splicing thereby. This AGO1 and AGO2 recruitment to the transcribed regions of CD44 (CD44 molecule) gene required the Dicer and function and modulates RNAPII elongation rate and affects alternative splicing [64] (Figure 3). AGO1 and AGO2 both play an important role in neuronal differentiation by miRNA-mediated process [69] through binding with the same pool of miRNAs and mRNA targets [70].

AGO1 overexpression causes slow down the cell cycle process may be due to G1/S transition delay. And it induces apoptosis after getting UV exposure. Thus, AGO1 overexpression acts as a tumor suppressor element for the cell [69,71]. Significantly lower levels AGO1 were found in several tumor cell lines [73]. Deletion of AGO1 locus which is present at 1p34–35 of chromosome 1 is often associated with neuro-ectodermal tumours, found in Wilms’ tumors [11,73]. AGO1’s role in the cell cycle modulation is also confirmed by its miRNA expression profiles of differentiating neuronal cells during brain development. Very low level of expression was reported at undifferentiated neural progenitor cells and significantly increment expression profile in the time of differentiation into neurons [74].

**AGO1 and the regulation of cell cycle**

In fly system, the regulatory role of AGO-1 in cell cycle control was established. In this process, AGO-1 is associated with cyclinB, which acts as a G2/M cyclin in cell cycle progression. In mitotic division, AGO-1 is very crucial for proper segregation of chromosome and spindle fiber assembly in the time of early embryonic development. Increased activity of cyclinB-Cdk1 (cyclinB- cyclin-dependent kinase 1) and decreased activity of cell cycle checkpoint proteins such as, p53, grp (grapes), mei-41(meiotic 41) and Wee1(Wee1 kinase) was reported as a result of AGO-1 mutation in the division process of fly embryogenesis. Involvement of 2 embryonic miRNAs; miR-317 and miR-981 for the spatiotemporal regulation of cyclin B was also reported in the same study [75].

**AGO1 machinery genes and cancer-related pathways**

Clustering AGO1-bound genes (AbGs) by their chromosomal location (-5 kb, -1 kb or -0.5 kb genes) uncovers several cyto-bands implicated in various overrepresented human cancers. Further, Gene pathway enrichment analysis also revealed the same [10]. Top enriched cyto-bands 19p13.3 and 16p13.3 has been reported by a number of studies for several cancer types including lymphoma, breast, prostate and thyroid cancer [76-79].

High enrichment of AbGs-5 kb genes includes MAPK (Mitogen-activated protein kinases) signalling, Wnt signaling, endocytosis and focal adhesion (Figure 4). Many proliferation promoting and proto-oncogenes are illustrated in these pathways including serine/threonine/tyrosine kinases, G-protein coupled receptors (GPCs), membrane associated G-proteins, growth factors; DNA-binding protein factors and transcription factors as well. A large number of genes grouped under AbG-0.5 kb gene group such as CDC20 (Cell Division Cycle 20), SMC1A (Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes 1A), BUB1 (budding uninhibited by benzimidazoles 1) and SMAD3 (Mothers against Decapentaplegic Homolog 3) are known to promote cell cycle progression and proliferation in different cancer types [80-83]. Gene Ontology (GO) classification and KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) pathway enrichment analysis also reported that AGO1-regulated genes (ArGs), regulate various cancer related pathways and they shared this with AbGs-5 kb genes including cell cycle regulation, MAPK signalling pathway, p53 signalling pathway in various cancers.
Function of AGO-1 during tumor formation

Argonaute proteins are well known for their cytoplasmic microRNA (miRNA) mediated processes in which they regulate post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) to regulate the expressions of transcripts [84,85]. Apart from this, they also take part in the process of heterochromatin formation and the establishment of repressive epigenetic marks, known as transcriptional gene silencing (TGS), in the nuclear part of fission yeast and plants. In fission yeast, AGO proteins interact with the antisense strand transcripts to assemble the RNA-induced transcriptional silencing (RTS) complex at the centromeric regions of the chromosome to induce heterochromatinization [86]. Similarly, to induce histone and DNA methylation Argonaute proteins interact with ribonucleoprotein complexes in plant [87]. In mammals, AGO members are associated with a spectrum of nuclear processes including gene activation [10,52,60,65], TGS [57,66-68] and alternative splicing [64]. Further, the direct interaction of nuclear AGO1 with RNA Polymerase II (RNAPII) and subsequent wide association with chromosomal loci of the transcriptionally active gene's promoter region has been elicited by ChIP-seq analysis. Further analysis show the regulation of AGO1 to the expression of nuclear AGO1-bound genes which are implicated in carcinogenic pathways including cellular growth, cell cycle progression, and survival [10].

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are 22 nucleotide long single-stranded noncoding RNAs which repress gene expression through the interaction with mRNA (messenger RNA) by suppressing the translation of that particular mRNA or by inducing the cleavage of that, depending on the degree of homology to the target sequence [88-90]. More than 500 miRNAs have been identified in human and almost 30% protein coding genes are estimated to be miRNA regulated in Homo sapiens [89-92]. A number of vital biological processes, such as cell proliferation, apoptosis, cellular differentiation and organ development are under the regulation of miRNA activity [93,94]. Furthermore, several studies indicate the role of miRNAs in the development and progression of cancers, including lung cancer, by changing the normal expression of tumor suppressor genes or proto-oncogenes or both the tumor suppressor and proto-onco genes [95,96]. Mature miRNAs are processed by two step processing mechanism. First miRNA genes are transcribed by RNA polymerase II and form relatively larger primary miRNAs which are then capped and polyadenylated [97]. After transcription of primary miRNAs, they are clipped in the nucleus by the nuclear microprocessor machinery which is consist of the RNAse III DROSHA and the DGC8/PASHA (partner of drosha), one kind of double strand RNA binding protein [98]. 70 nucleotide precursor miRNAs are produced after this process [99]. These precursor miRNAs are then exported to the cytoplasm by the help of RanGTP-dependent double stranded RNA (dsRNA) transporter exportin 5 (XPO5) [100]. In next step, precursor miRNAs are processed by DICER, one more RNAse III enzyme, to produce 22 nucleotide double stranded miRNA molecules [101] (Figure 2). One strand of the miRNA duplex is take part in a role in the formation of ribonucleoprotein effector complex, known as RNA induced silencing complex (RISC) which consists of Argonaute proteins (AGO1, AGO2 and HIWI), human immunodeficiency virus trans-activating response RNA binding protein (TRBP), GEMIN3 (Gem (Nuclear Organelle) Associated Protein 3) and GEMIN4 (Gem (Nuclear Organelle) Associated Protein 4) [102,103]. Furthermore, the deregulation of miRNAs along with the altered regulation of miRNA processing genes has also been implicated in tumorigenesis process [104-107]. It has been described that an abnormal expression of DICER adapts the development of lung cancers [104]. Down regulation of the miRNA processing enzymes DROSHA and DICER result in reduced global miRNA expression and subsequent enhanced cellular transformation and tumorigenesis in mammalian cell lines [105]. As Argonaute proteins have an important role in miRNA function, so they also been associated with a number of cancer types [106]. TRBP also has been shown to have an oncogenic potential, and is able to induce tumors in nude mice [108]. Considering these emerging lines of evidence it is suggest that AGO1 may play an indispensable role to development and the progression of cancer like other miRNA processing proteins. As AGO1 is an crucial player of RNAi mechanism so obviously questions comes – "The effects of AGO1 on cellular differentiation, cell cycle regulation and apoptosis is the result of miRNA misregulation only, or any miRNA independent process also involved there?"

In the miRNA dependent storyline, AGO1 was identified as a part of large multiprotein complex execute to miRNA maturation from pre-miRNA. May be these effects also depend on accessory factors associated with AGO1. TRIM32 (Tripartite Motif Containing 32) is an example of this phenomenon; TRIM32 protein induces neuronal differentiation by direct binding with AGO1 and increasing the specific miRNA activity [109]. In the other scenario, the tumor suppressor like activities was reported only upon AGO1 overexpression, not in AGO2 [69]. In S. Pombe, it has shown that AGO1 is important for a normal G1/S transition of cell cycle; cytokinesis and the DNA damage response although miRNAs are not expressed in S. Pombe [110]. In this case, AGO1 protein directly associates with factors involved in regulating the cell cycle [111]. AGO1 mutants isolated in Arabidopsis also support miRNA-independent functions of AGO1. These mutants either defective in RNAi still functional in development or vice versa which indicates the control of these two processes by AGO1 can be uncoupled [112]. So, it is noted that the effects of AGO1 on the cell cycle at G1/S transition are in compliance with both miRNA dependent and independent framework. Actually, most miRNAs, targeting cell cycle modulate this specific checkpoint [113]. By the same token, in S. Pombe where miRNAs are not present, AGO1 mutants are defective in G1 arrest [110]. The level of p53 is strongly upregulated in AGO1 overexpressing cells; this high p53 expression level may give molecular evidence underlying the phenotypic alterations of AGO1 over expressing cells. Recent studies suggest that there is a relationship between p53 and miRNA pathway, whereas p53 plays as a miRNA target, a miRNA transcriptional regulator and also has an involvement in miRNA biogenesis [114,115], a pathway where p53 is a component of AGO1 activated tumor suppressor cascade is like-minded with both miRNA-dependent and independent framework. Further work needed to explore the detailed molecular cascade of AGO1 overexpression effects in context of tumor genesis and tumor suppression.

Now it is known that AGO proteins play a role to regulate gene expression at multiple levels. It is also reported that AGO1 directly interacts with RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) in nucleus. Additionally, AGO1 prevalently bound with multiple genomic region including euchromatic sites and repetitive elements of transposons, defined by the histone mark H3K4me3. Further, binding of AGO1 with the promoter of a gene regulates the expression of that particular gene. Loss of function of AGO1 results the reduction of that particular gene expression due to decreased level of AGO1 and corresponding RNAPII occupancy at transcription start sites and gain of function results opposite effect of this. The mechanism of AGO1 target finding to a particular chromosomal loci remain unclear. It is may be involvement of miRNA which mediates the interaction between nuclear AGO1, chromosomal loci and/or RNAPII. AGO1 bound sequences carry
specific miRNA target sites and any disturbance in Dicer function results suppression of AGO1 binding activity to RNAP II [10]. Deletion of the PAZ domain which functions as RNA-binding domain in AGO1, interfered with gene activation; further suggesting a role of RNAs (miRNA) in this process. Exogenous miRNA transfection can promote AGO1 enrichment at highly-complementary sites of gene promoters to control transcription of those genes [51,52,57]. In context of AGO1- RNAP II association, formation of a duplex with complementary target sequence may be plays a role to load AGO1 with miRNA which protects bound RNA from RNase (RNase A/T1) digestion, similar to canonical target recognition manner [116,117]. Other classes of small RNAs may also mediate AGO1 interactions with genomic loci. Association of AGO1 with small RNA from non-miRNA sources also have shown by deep sequencing studies [118,119]. AGO1 fine-tunes gene expression in a miRNA dependent manner at both transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels [120].

**Ago-1 counts for disease therapy**

The specificity and longterm efficacy of potential exogenous sRNA (Small RNA) in vitro brings the hope for a new class of drugs, based on RNA. Development of new RNA based cancer therapies or suppression strategy of HIV-1 (human immunodeficiency virus-1) replication in the T cells of HIV patients may be possible using this new class of drugs. In vivo efficacy of sRNA mediated transcriptional silencing or activation has been tested in mouse xenograft model system. Stable in vivo CCNB1 (Cyclin B1) RNAa (RNA activation) by miRNA constructs resulted in reduction of tumor size compared to control [52]. In the same way, established tumors treated with lipid transfections of siRNA which targets CDH1 (Cadherin 1) [121] or CDKN1A (Cyclin-Dependent Kinase Inhibitor 1A) [122] in every three days interval showed decreased growth rate and reduced tumor size, relative to control. Further, chemically modified dsRNA, specially designed for lipidoid encapsulated nanoparticle delivery system is efficiently promotes RNAa of CDKN1A in mouse xenograft model [123,124]. Successful lentiviral shRNA (short hairpin RNA) delivery has also been revealed in vivo. Efficient lentiviral delivery of shRNA which targets VEGF (Vascular endothelial growth factor) promoter has also been observed to increase the flow of blood in the hind limb area of ischemic mice [59]. These results demonstrate the promise of translational regulation and the exogenous sRNA therapy as an efficient medicinal system to the clinic. So, it is anticipate the RNA-based therapeutic approach may eventually be used to manipulate the epigenetic state of a particular locus with much targeted manner.

Diseases like pancreatic cancer which are involved with elevated expression of particular genes, at that case RNAi may function as an effective tool to combat the situation. The sequence specificity activity of RNA interference may serve an appropriate treatment particularly for mutated endogenous gene sequence associated cancers. A large number of non-coding RNAs (microRNAs, long non-coding RNAs) are related with different types of human cancers. It is also reported that miR-15a and miR-16a are generally deleted and/or down-regulated in some cancer patients. Although the miRNA functions are not completely understood, the role of miRNAs in cell proliferation coordination and the regulation of cell death during development and other conditions have been uncovered. It is believed that the miRNAs have ability to direct negative or positive regulation at different levels. This is a specific miRNA and target base pair interaction and the recognizing cofactor dependent process [125].

It is well known that instead of DNA, many viruses use RNA as their genetic material and undergo at least one stage of their life cycle when they make their double-stranded genetic element. RNA interference is an evolutionarily ancient mechanism to defend against viruses and other unwanted genetic materials to protect organisms from these kind of threats. The small interfering RNAs cause sequence specific post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) by guiding an endonuclease to the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) which cleaves the target mRNA. In Neurospora fungus this process is named quelling and in plants this phenomenon is known as post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS); in mammalian cells this is familiar as RNA interference (RNAi).

In response to a complete or very close sequence complementarity between the target and the small RNA, the AGO-protein component of RISC complex mediates the cleavage of target transcript to induce the repression of translation predominantly.

However, more work is necessary to understand the detailed molecular mechanism of AGO1 effects in different cellular pathways and to test potential therapeutic applications to treat a disease state.

**Conclusion**

Short term (48 hours) AGO1 siRNA transfection may also be able to induce a stable change in gene expression. AGO1 proteins elicit pleiotropic effects on gene expression through the utilization of miRNAs to silence multiple transcripts and regulate various cellular processes in the cytoplasmic part of a cell [84]. In the same way, nuclear AGO1 also shows a pleiotrophy by regulating the transcription process of multiple genes. In PC-3 prostate cancer cells, AGO1 selectively drives those gene expressions, which are involved in oncogenic pathways. Report suggests that it may help to induce cancer phenotype [10], whereas other reports depict just opposite view of this portrait [11,69,71-73]. In this scenario we can take a stand that the effect of AGO1 on cancer may depend on different context and on cell types also; based on its activities both at nucleus and cytoplasm as well as gene profiles, regulated by it. Further study is necessary to explore the network of AGO1 mediated gene regulatory hub in the context of oncogenic signaling pathways.

Diverse research over last decades has documented that the function of Argonaute protein function is diverse human diseases via micromanaging small RNA regulatory pathways. However there is potential gaps in our understating is that how Argonaute function in diverse cancer related pathways, Many diversified role of Argonaute protein including uniqueness of structural motif, facilitation ofAGO loading to their target small RNA and microRNA, even relieving of silencing causes detachment of AGO proteins from their immediate target was illustrated. However experiments of interlinking AGO-1 proteins and microRNA target has just been started.

A new emerging area that has not yet been described in depth that is a cross talk between Ago signaling pathways and microRNA mediated gene silencing mechanism. The Argonaute proteins are involved in small RNA target function that is participated in phosphorylation cascade of different cancer regulatory pathways. The protein is involved in large regulatory tumor networks. The dynamicity of these networks during apoptosis or signal transduction is feebly illustrated. However their multifarious changes might lead a penetrating but mild chronic effect on cancer pathways. Therefore a microRNA based understanding in subtle changes in gene expression of Argonaute protein might facilitate to unravel the regulatory device of different cancer. We imagined that further studies will be required to elucidate the exact biological function of Argonaute proteins in cancer.
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